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VICTOEY The dreadful Thursday arrived--Election day. Of
course, Overbys name had been withdrawn, and another
candidate had entered the field. The election was one of the
most exciting events in the whole history of Byington. It was the
struggle of intelligence over ignorance, of truth over error.
Strange, that when the shades of night enveloped the earth it
was announced, amid the loud huzzas of the party in power,
that Nicodemus Noddimus was elected Senator by an
overwhelming majority. That was a mournful day for the good
people of the State. And it was followed by weary months of
oppression and thraldom ere the clouds were rolled back and
right became triumphant. The modest rooms of Noddimus
were now exchanged for a sumptuous suite of apartments in
the most fashionable hotel of the town. His carriage was drawn
by two dashing bays, and...
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